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My vision for the cover
of this issue was a group portrait
of several of the visionaries who
began to turn this neighborhood
around in the late 1970’s and
1980’s. There are many, but the
ones I have heard stories about for
the 25 years I’ve been in our business, Historic Houseparts, are Ron
Maier, Bill Farmer, Cheryl Stevens,
Dave Halter, Karen & Mark Caulfield, Tom Cantin, Ben Kendig, Pete
Monacelli. I was not able to gather
them in one place for a portrait to
honor them but in this issue I hope
you’ll get to know some of them.
They’ve made a difference for all of
us who inhabit this neighborhood
now, and for future generations
to come. They saw opportunity in
these old buildings at a time when
the City was not interested in
preservation.
They bought the boarded up houses and buildings throughout the
neighborhood, they invested time
and money in them, they coined
the name South Wedge, and they
started turning the neighborhood
around house by house. While
“restoration” may have not been
their focus at the time, this is what
they ended up doing, in the days
before vinyl siding and windows. Karen Caulfield says of the
purchase of our building (where
Historic Houseparts still is today)
at 540 South Avenue,
“540 South Ave had been purchased at a city foreclosure
auction by a stained glass artist.
At that time, in 1979, the city
wanted to see work started within

a certain amount of time. At the
last minute, she sold the building
to us and the city let the clock
restart. The city planning at that
time was not centered around
preserving the historical fabric of
South Avenue and focused more
on urban renewal. The plan for
the area contained more housing developments like Southview
Towers. So, while we were exploring our options for renovation
at 540, the city decided it was
beyond saving and needed to be
demolished. This gave us a limited
time to come up with a plan and
financing. So instead of going for
a residential plan, we decided to
expand Historic Houseparts into
the space, making it a simpler and
quicker renovation rather than
see it demolished.”
This is one small example. You can
read about other Wedge properties renovated and restored by
the Maier family on page 10, the
dozens of properties renovated
by the Caulfields, Ben Kendig, Bill
Farmer and many others on page
8-9. And a few of the recent and
current restorations happening
are on page 6-7. Because there are
people still doing this work here!
Hooray! This is a very incomplete
list, there have been so many
people who’ve restored one or
more properties to great result!
We’d like to include more of their
stories in future issues if you’ll
send us information about them.
Restoration of these old buildings
is critical to preserving the character and history of our neighbor-

hood. Understanding our history
teaches us about who has been
here before us and used these
buildings we are now stewards
of during our lifetimes. Some are
better stewards than others, and
these are the people we honor in
this issue. For there is a big difference between restoration and
remodeling. In this issue we are
honoring the folks who eschew
the vinyl windows and siding
and instead tear off the mineral
siding and aluminum triple tracks
installed in the 60’s and 70’s. We
are celebrating the individuals who
stubbornly insist on matching the
original porch spindles found in the
garage, having knives cut to match
interior mouldings to the original,
spending hours searching through
bins in our store looking for the
right tile or brass door knob or
iron rosette to match the rest in
the house or building. The ones rehanging their sash weights or having their wood windows restored
instead of piling them on the curb.
The stalwart ones who need the
27-5/8” x 79-3/4” 5-panel chestnut
door, sorry the 79-1/2” is not going
to work! These are our people, we
get them, and we respect them
so much for what they are leaving
for the future South Wedge (and
beyond) residents. And we thank
the ones who started this ball
rolling in the late 1970’s.
Someday I will get them all in one
room for a photo, in the meantime
you get me and Jim, sorry about
that. :)

-Chris
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people

jim wolff & chris jones

by katie libby photos by stephen s reardon

Talking with Chris Jones and Jim Wolff,
owners of Historic Houseparts (540
South Avenue), it is clear that they
have a passion for preservation, for
the South Wedge neighborhood that
they have lived in for over twenty
years, and for finding ways to combine
both of those passions to keep the
integrity and historical value of this
neighborhood intact. Knowing them as
friends, I know they also have a passion for a great craft beer and a quality cheese board. I sat down with the
both of them in their newly renovated
backyard oasis to discuss Historic
Houseparts and the value in paying
homage to the history of a home.
Chris and Jim first moved to the South
Wedge in 1991 when they purchased a
distressed duplex on Averill Avenue.
When they weren’t both working at
Park Avenue Photo, they would spend
time hunting for treasures to renovate
their new home on the cheap. This
included driving their truck around and
curb picking, and also weekly trips to
Historic Houseparts. “We used to go
there every Saturday, it was our favorite place to go shopping,” says Wolff.
Upon hearing that owner Karen Caul-
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field was closing up shop, Jones asked
if they could purchase the business. “I
said no, we’re not buying this business, and here we are 25 years later,”
says Wolff. “Our moms cried,” says
Jones, and not out of happiness. Back
in 1995 the neighborhood was a far
cry from its current state - there were
more closed businesses than open
ones. Jones and Wolff went through
an Urban League program for startup
businesses and were able to secure an
SBA loan to purchase the business and
inventory.
Karen and Mark Caulfield had established Historic Houseparts in 1978. The
Caulfields were renovating properties
in the neighborhood and had been
accumulating the parts from these
homes and reusing them in other
properties. They realized there was
potential for a business in this salvaging and reselling of usable parts.
Says Karen, “In 1978, Mark and I were
renovating homes in the South Wedge.
Instead of getting rid of all the doors,
heat registers, hardware, etc., we
were scrounging whatever we could
to reuse it and had accumulated a
collection of vintage architectural

salvage. On a trip to Atlanta, we were
talking about ideas for a business I
could start. We visited an architectural
antique shop in Atlanta and it all fell
into place. We started the store in the
storefront where Premier Pastry is
and were open only on Sundays. Our
first day was the day after our first
anniversary and we had a major anniversary/housewarming party for our
house at 515 South the night before. It
was a rough opening day.”
The Caulfields purchased the three
story brick apartment building where
Historic Houseparts now resides from
the city for $1 in 1979, moments before
it was to be demolished. Built in 1890,
the building originally housed three
apartments, one on each floor.
After purchasing the business, Jones
and Wolff continued to work at Park
Avenue Photo. “I would work at one
place in the morning and then we
would switch. If I was at Houseparts,
he was at Park Avenue Photo,” says
Jones. Karen Caulfield ended up
continuing to work at the store for the
next ten years.
After a few years, the inventory began

to outgrow the space at 540 South
Avenue and they purchased the large
warehouse in the back and renovated
the small warehouse directly behind
540 South Avenue. The building next
door was eventually purchased to
expand their antique and new plumbing inventory, The Period Bath Supply
Company and Apothicaire, which offers natural and organic bath and body
products. They now offer over 20,000
square feet of merchandise, most of
it antique but with an extensive selection of new hardware, plumbing, and
lighting all with a vintage vibe. Jones
has put in the exhaustive work of
making sure that much of their inventory is online, teaching herself how to
build a website back in 1997 when the
internet was a buzz word and we were
all listening to those sweet sounds of
dial up. “We’ve been at about 65-70%
online sales now, it’s been steady like
that for years,” says Jones.
Having a strong online presence has
allowed customers from all over the
world to purchase items for their
renovation projects, including shipping
basically an entire kitchen to Japan.
Celebrities like Kate Winslet, Matt
Dillon, Chris Martin, Oprah, Susan Sa-
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randon, Maggie Gyllenhaal and Peter
Sarsgaard have all purchased from
the store. Their inventory is basically
a set designer’s dream and you have
seen pieces from Houseparts in many
films and shows including Boardwalk
Empire and 30 Rock.
Some items, however, are not for
sale. A set of vintage YMCA letters
(procured not without injury) from
the old Maplewood YMCA sat out in
front of the store for years, but were
not sold due to personal or historical
significance. “I would rather have them
in the store so that people from the
neighborhood can come and look at
them - stuff that has a lot of history
to it and people like to hear where it
came from,” says Wolff.

Historic Houseparts, Inc.
528-540 South Avenue
585.325.2329
historichouseparts.com
Open Monday through
Saturday 9:30 - 6:00

Set to celebrate 25 years of ownership, Jones and Wolff aren’t slowing
down anytime soon. They are both active in the Business Association of the
South Wedge Area (BASWA) and Jones
has contributed significantly to having
the South Wedge recognized officially
as a historical neighborhood. All of
that, combined with their own home
renovations, I would say they deserve
that craft beer and cheese board.
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when you buy the worst house on the street
Every street in the Wedge has beautiful examples of house restoration; owners who have put
in the time and effort to preserve the original
character of their houses to great result. Artificial siding stripped, woodwork recreated, windows and doors restored rather than replaced.
We’ve selected a few owners and asked them
about their projects. Why this house? Biggest
challenges? Successes and proudest moments?
And advice to others considering buying the
worst house on the street.

“Despite our best efforts to be rational, a
large & funky chartreuse kitchen and stained
glass windows on the second floor got us
really excited. A few ugly things were scaring
away buyers and so these emotional attachments balanced that out. We also saw a
few carved details that hadn’t been covered
up by the asbestos shingles and knew that
remodeling practices back then were to nail
shingles over the original clapboard. There
are a lot of houses in the South Wedge like
this waiting to be rediscovered.
We were a little naive about how long all
of the various projects would take...having the necessary patience and
stamina turned out to be pretty challenging. It’s tempting to jump ahead
to the cosmetic things instead of doing them in the right order.
It’s amazing how, once you climb a ladder in this neighborhood, people
seem to materialize and give their encouragement. Some of them are
really knowledgeable because they’ve undertaken renovation projects
themselves. But we also got to know a lot of other neighbors on our block
just from passing conversations while we were giving ourselves a premeltdown timeout. We also gained a deep appreciation for the carpenters
who originally built our house--how could anyone have covered up such a
beautiful carved sun?
Doing some of the renovation on your home is possible! You’re learning
something new, so it won’t always be perfect the first time. Other people
like to be asked for advice because someone helped THEM back in the
day. Get information from the Landmark Society and Historic Houseparts.
Take advantage of the SHPO tax credit for renovation of homes in a historic district now that the entire South Wedge is a historic district.”
-Ken Cooper, Linden Street
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Honestly, the reason I put in an offer on the Linden Street
house was we thought it had significant potential and I
could make the numbers work. At the time, Rockingham
Street houses were selling for $30K more and my wife,
Katie, thought that Linden Street was such a beautiful
street, but uniquely undervalued.
This house is also a duplex, so I was confident that I
could restore the home on a budget and on my timeline
without incurring a huge amount of debt by being owner
occupants. While the current project of restoring the exterior is certainly challenging, I think the struggle of living
in a construction zone for this long has been the biggest
challenge; it has taken its toll on my wife and I. We both
have careers and balancing work/social lives in addition
to completing major house projects can be stressful.
Feedback from others has by far been the nicest surprise. In the past it was friends, family, tenants and their
guests. Now that we’re finally working on the exterior,
the neighborhood has been very vocal and supportive of
our efforts. You have to be invested for the right reasons
to make an undertaking like this work. In the city of Rochester, the price differential between a turnkey house and
one that needs everything is likely not enough to restore
the diamond in the rough. If you can put the financial
speculation aside, you will find other rewards that make
the process worthwhile. Ben Palmiter, Linden Street

in progress, stay tuned!
When I was ready to move to the city from the suburbs I
started scouring the South Wedge every weekend looking
for ideas. I decided I wouldn’t be happy unless I were in the
Linden-South Historic District. Houses in our neighborhood
seldom come on the market. I was also open to a “fixerupper.” when 246 Linden came up for sale I jumped on it
immediately, for better or worse (mostly worse)! The condition of the house allowed me to get a good price, which
left room to rehab the house while staying within property
values in the neighborhood.
The greatest challenge is to honor the history of the house
without spending a fortune reproducing its original state.
Some things beg to be saved, while others are too far gone
(regretfully).
I’ve had many small proud moments (successfully cutting
tile, repairing the vintage door chime, and more), but the
proudest moment so far is when people walking by the
house stopped talking about what an eyesore it was and
started admiring how nice it was starting to look.
A fixer-upper takes patience, courage, creativity and access
to You-Tube. They just don’t make things in the same sizes
anymore. Be willing to give do-it-yourself a try - you’d be
surprised how easy some things are to do. But also recognize when you need a professional, ideally one with vintage
home experience. Talk to your neighbors; they’re a great
source of referrals for electricians, plumbers, painters,
experienced contractors, etc. Kristen Jenks, Linden Street

Did you buy and restore the worst house on your street in the Wedge?
We want to hear about it! Please send us your before and after photos to
editor@southwedge.com and we may include them in future issues.
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back in the day

In Memoriam

a look back at South Wedge buildings
and businesses of yesteryear

In the newspaper obit after his death in July, Harry A. Caulfield was
credited with renovating a million square feet in downtown Rochester and
the South Wedge. Harry was remembered as an inspiring mentor with a
strong work ethic and sense of humor who donated what became called
the Caulfield House at 459 South to the Veterans in 1981. SWQ and BASWA
are grateful to honor Harry, who died at his home in Scottsdale, AZ. He is
survived by Rosemarie, his wife of 66 years; children Michael, Mark (and
Karen) and Bernadette; three grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Donations in his memory may be made to the Veterans Outreach Center,
459 South Ave., Rochester, NY 14620.

restoration of a neighborhood
by rose o’keefe

RESTORATION: “the action of returning something to a former owner,
place, or condition. Also, repairing,
fixing, mending, refurbishment, reconditioning, rehabilitation, rebuilding,
reconstruction, overhaul, redevelopment, renovation and the informal,
rehab.” In more practical terms,
restoration is what turns a down-andout Rochester neighborhood around,
one house at a time, by talented and
tenacious people, each with their own
visions and styles. Here are a few of
the many people who started the ball
rolling in the South Wedge.
Ben Kendig, a former kindergarten
teacher turned developer received
the Quality of City Living Award for
astounding feats of daring-do rehabbing the “Green Monster” at 477-483
South Ave., for moving a Greek Revival
House to Comfort Street, and buying
One Mt. Hope for $1 in 1983 – among
other projects. Does moving a cottage from the Postler Jaeckle lot to a
vacant lot on Hamilton Street ring a
bell for anyone? How about the HoytPotter House at 133 S. Fitzhugh that
he bought, renovated and sold to the
Landmark Society? In 1998, he was the
only one to submit a proposal on the
Gorsline Building at High Falls.
The Enhancement Award for breathing
new life into historic buildings went to
Ron and Norma Maier --no strangers
to dusty hands and scraped knuckles.
They had started with renovating the
Fine Arts building at 689 South Ave. in
1975; moved on to the former Calvary
St. Andrew’s Parish Hall on Averill
Avenue in the mid-1980s; followed by
the corner building at 289 Gregory St.
and then the Historic German House.
By 2001 Ron was a former chairman
of the South Wedge Planning Committee and Norma was running Gregory’s
at the Historic German House. Their
ongoing contributions don’t end there,
but they will for now.
The Caulfield Family was honored
with an Enhancement Award for dedication and high standards of workmanship. In the early 1970s, general
contractors Harry Caulfield and his
son Mark looked at all the 19th-century buildings in the South Wedge and
saw their potential – at a time when
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the Wedge was at rock bottom. Mark
bought 814 South Ave. in 1971, and then
515 which he and his wife Karen lived
in for many years after transforming it
into the first purple painted lady in the
city. Mark recalled at least 15 houses
that he and Karen renovated, and then
he worked with his dad on the buildings from the corner of Cypress and
South, where the Veterans are now,
to Sanford Street and six more across
the street. He met neighbor Cheryl
Stevens around that time and got recruited as the first developer on South
Wedge Planning Committee along with
interior designer, Robin Muto and her
husband, artist Rick Muto. They developed the slogan, “Building Blocks.”
Mark renovated 540 South Ave. and
started a little side business called
“Historic Houseparts”; the Caulfields
also renovated the brick building at
649 South, and several other smaller
houses.
The Rev. Judy Lee Hay was honored
with a Friend of the Wedge Award
for making the South Wedge a vital
urban village. Judy came to Calvary
St. Andrew’s Parish in 1973 and was
approached that year by City Council
about forming a neighborhood committee – that’s when the functional
name of the South Wedge Planning
Committee was first used. Judy
started a collaboration of friends, parishioners, neighbors and city officials
that continues to this day. She was
the first director at SWPC from 1976
to 1991, oversaw CSA’s long-standing
commitment to city children through
the Nursery School which became CSA
Pre-School and Family Center, and
worked with Ron and Norma Maier,
Tom and Jane Cantin, Ben Kendig and
the Caulfields to reclaim the neighborhood.
We can’t talk about South Wedge restoration without mentioning stalwart
Wedge revitalizers Tom and Jane
Cantin and Bill Farmer. In 1969-70, Tom
got his start walking around blighted
streets looking at the properties for
HIPANA – Highland Park Area Neighborhood Association – which he had
helped form. Marie Daley invited him
to a meeting at Michael’s Restaurant
when going to Gregory Street and
South Avenue was considered risky. He

got serious in 1971, bought 22 Hickory
St. for $2,000, and the Queen Anne at
Ashland in 1974, fixed them up and then
was unable to attract renters for two
years. Tom worked for Elliot Landsman
at Southview Towers from 1972-78 and
was the first VP of SEAC working with
long-time neighbors Helen and Clem
Byer at the time of the controversial
planned Genesee Expressway construction through Swillburg. Tom liked
to say, “I got my start on Wall Street”
– in a house across from the Monroe
County Penitentiary. After that first
house, he got serious about rehabbing
houses on Hickory, Averill and Hamilton. He and Jane moved into the grand
oldie at 593 Mt. Hope in 1980.
Bill Farmer started his masonry company with “nothing but a wheelbarrow
and determination.” Since then, he’s
become a major player on projects for
historic churches, municipal buildings,
colleges, museums and residential
facilities in Western New York. Bill
founded Catenary Construction Corp.
in 1979 which has become one of
Rochester best-known and respected
commercial masonry contractors for
renovation, restoration, preservation,
and construction work on some of
the most recognizable landmarks in
Rochester and Western New York. One
of his earliest projects in the Wedge
was the brick schoolhouse building at
the corner of Averill and Bond. His son
Billy has continued the family tradition
with beautiful restorations on Averill
and S. Clinton Avenue.
They don’t make ‘em anymore like Bill
Lauterbach who lived to the ripe age
of 99 1/2. Anybody who was fixing up
an old house couldn’t finish the job
without supplies or advice from one
of the Lauterbach brothers – William,
Herbert or Harold, at Lauterbach
Hardware Store which had been
founded by their father in 1899. Bill was
born in one house on Sanford Street in
1905 and then lived a few doors down
in the family’s home until 1998. He had
worked at the store unofficially since
he was 8, and regularly from 1924 to
1995 when the business was sold to
Dave and Bill Hunt. His stock answer
to the question of when he was going to retire, was “After the 11 o’clock
news.” In 2001, Hunt’s Hardware in the

Lauterbach Building was the oldest
continuing business in the Wedge. Bill
got a kick out of sharing a birthday
with Bill Hunt.
Pete and Gloria Monacelli were
among the early arrivals in the neighborhood, having arrived in the city
in 1976, and as of 2001 had lived on
Ashland Street for 19 years. Both their
house and the first one at the end of
the block were slated for demolition.
Pete and Gloria started Monacelli Construction and fixed up 17 abandoned
houses on Hamilton Street between
Clinton and Mount Hope. They also
did extensive work on East Avenue,
(as well as a lovely make-over with
recycled parts of the kitchen in my
first house on Gregory Street in the
early Eighties.) At the time, Gloria said,
“We love the Wedge. We would never
move to the suburbs. The Wedge has
everything we want.” (FYI, they prefer
their name pronounced Monachelli.)
Many Swedge improvements would
not have been done if not for the doggone perseverance of Cheryl Stevens
and her husband Doug Root. Cheryl
had moved to Averill Avenue in 1978
and renovated that first house, taking
five years to gut and rehab it – from
the plumbing to the electrical – by
herself! There were 11 boarded houses
on Averill back then, but when she saw
the house, she knew it was the one
she wanted. She and Doug married
and lived in Greece for 12 years, but
Cheryl couldn’t wait to move back
to her rental house and returned in
1999. It didn’t take long for her to pull
together the South Wedge Environmental Enhancement Project, a grassroots group to beautify parks and
green spaces. In December 2000, The
Wedge newspaper headline was “Kodak Awards $10,000 for SWEEP.” Like
others mentioned here, neither Doug
nor Cheryl was afraid of getting their
hands dirty or their clothes messy and
were determined to clean things up.
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Edward Raskin served as the first
full-time executive director of SWPC
from 1992-1998, out of the office in
the salvaged house on Sanford Street
next to Caverly’s. Under his leadership, SWPC became an independent
neighborhood preservation company.
Working with Deb Swift, they oversaw
the Adopt-A-Block program, PAC-TAC
(Police and Citizens-Together Against
Crime,) the Urban Work Camp, and
the Taste of the Town festival. He was
among the organizers of the Rochester River Challenge, that sought to
reconnect the Genesee River with the
neighbors.
“Diversity is our strongest suit,” was
Mitchell Dannenberg’s comment in
the Quarter-Century piece. When
Mitchell moved in the neighborhood
in 1985 it was still in rough shape. He
restored three properties on Averill Avenue including the Termotto
warehouse, and served on the SWPC
board. More than being big on city living, Mitchell had that flair for fun and
glamour and was a main promoter of
the Celebration of City Livings awards.

Patrick Rene de Keyserling, founder and owner of Stone Love Masonry,
died after a long illness on June 6th at his South Avenue home on the hill.
Patrick was born in Haiti and grew up in Queens, where he went to Bronx
High School of Science along with classmate Marge Davis, former owner
of Cheesy Eddie’s. He graduated from high school in 1969 and then went
to Columbia University. Patrick met his wife Jeanne in Buffalo where he
was rehabbing an old mansion on Delaware Avenue. Jeanne had been
referred to him as a resource on the legalities of historic preservation for
a research paper. Pat and Jeanne’s friendship developed over their love of
old houses. They were married in the fall of 1988 and their son Alexander
was born in Rochester in 1989.
In the early Seventies, Pat owned a red double on Gregory Street where
he installed an amazing tiled bathroom on the second floor. He lived
there, and also bought and renovated houses on Hamilton Street when
they were a dime a dozen. In the Seventies, my husband and I knew Pat
as “Van” de Keyserling. Mark Caulfield remembered calling him “The
Viscount” because of his royal heritage. Mark said they teased him about
being a prince of a guy and yes, Jeanne confirmed his parents were
European royalty. Pat had a reputation for high-quality work on masonry
services, kitchens, bathrooms and interior renovations. A gathering was
held at the house in early July. Stonelove Masonry will continue because
Pat transferred the business to Justin Schmidt after he became ill. His
handiwork is everywhere. Donations in his memory may be made to the
Landmark Society of WNY or to South Wedge Planning Committee.

Full disclosure: I wrote the article on
the Celebration of City Living and
was among those mentioned in the
“Quarter Century of Change” centerpiece for buying a fixer-upper on
Gregory Street for $5,000 in 1976, that
need everything repaired or replaced.
By 2001, I had walked PAC-TAC for 10
years and come to love all the nooks
and alleys in the Wedge, as well as
viewing flower gardens while on
patrol. I worked briefly in the SWPC
office on Sanford Street where I got a
bird’s eye view of local housing needs
and after volunteering on The Wedge
for five years, was production editor
from 1999 to 2007, with a strong belief
that good news about the neighborhood didn’t get enough coverage in
larger publications. Some things don’t
change much – I still believe in sharing
good news through the SWQ.
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photos courtesy of the Maier family

A common sight early on a Saturday
morning in the Wedge is Ron Maier
patiently, tirelessly removing old handbills from light poles, pulling weeds,
or picking up trash around Gregory
and South Avenue. These acts, small
contributions which greatly enhance
the neighborhood for all of us who live
and work here, pale in comparison to
the larger contributions that Ron along
his wife Norma and family have made
to the restoration and preservation of
many of the historic properties in the
South Wedge.
In 1969 when this neighborhood was
blighted with 120 boarded and vacant
houses from the tip of Mount Hope Avenue to Sanford Street, Ron Maier and
then-partner Ken Christensen founded
Kenron Industrial Air Conditioning. Ron
took full ownership in 1971 and, through
a deal with Jo-Mor theatre, took over
the Fine Arts theatre at 700 South Ave.
for Kenron Industrial Air Conditioning,
Inc. office and shop in 1975. Around this
same time, some smart thinkers came
up with the name “South Wedge” and
the slogan, “Building Blocks of Neighbors and Friends.” One of them was
Ron who became the first chairman
of a group working with the City, residents and business people, the South
Wedge Planning Committee.

ron maier
10

Ron and Norma’s favorite restoration
project in the Wedge is 287 Gregory
/ 696 South Ave, at the corner of
South and Gregory. The property was
purchased in June of 1980 for $1 and
completed in 1981. After an explosion
and fire rendered much of the building
uninhabitable, the City had an order of
demolition on the building. Norma and
Ron decided to purchase and restore
the building, saving one of, if not the
only, four corners in commercial Rochester from before the turn of 20th
century from being destroyed. Ron
and Norma, with their children Shawn
and Shana, spent countless evenings
and weekends renovating the place
brick by brick.

by chris jones & rose o’keefe
photos of ron by dave burnet
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Looking back on the decision, Maier
admits they were unprepared for the
scope of the project. “We were naïve
as to the total effort we would need!
We owned the building next door
where my HVAC company, Kenron
Industrial Air Conditioning, Inc. had
an office and shop in the old (Rexy /
Princess / Fine Arts theatre). We did
not want a parking lot next to us when
there was such unique architecture
on all four corners. $$ - no I mean lots
of $$$. No, let’s make that $$$,$$$
to repair and bring back to proper
use. I have to say if it wasn’t for Dave
Luxemburg from the City of Rochester
working with us and developing the
MCRP (Master of City and Regional
Planning) program it would have been
much harder.”
The success of the project was due to
the Maier’s ability to obtain funding when there was a downturn in
the economy. They paid 21% interest
(that’s correct 21% interest!) but found
qualified expertise in their team. They
hired architect Dan Mossien and talented contractors to handle masonry,
structural, and all the other disciplines
of construction.
Maier’s advice to people thinking
about buying a fixer-upper to restore?
“You better understand what a
pro-forma is and understand all the
aspects of costs, time with municipal
regulations (all municipalities are not
created equal), choosing the correct
consulting team (attorney, accountant,
banker, architect – and psychiatrist).
Have the game plan down in detail
with buy-in from all. Understand what
your neighborhood is looking for and
get as much of their thoughts and buy
in as possible. They can be advocates
or they can be obstacles.”
The other notable Wedge restoration
projects that were undertaken by the
family to great result, each one posing
its own challenges:
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Calvary St Andrews Parish Hall,
94 Averill Ave. Now (thanks to the
Maier family’s efforts) an independent
landmark on the State & National
Register of Historic Places. Joni
Monroe researched and prepared the
nomination. That effort produced six
apartments and earned the Mayor’s
Rehabilitation Award.
The Rexy / Princess Theatre, 700
South. Owned by the Maier family since 1975, and by 2013, Ron and
Norma had already removed five front
façades of the Fine Arts Theater on
South Avenue to reveal the original
current façade. Shawn designed new
loft apartments which, along with
architect Randall Peacock’s input,
became amazing rentals along with
new commercial spaces in front. Each
apartment has its own entrance on the
side of the building where local artist
Michael Moncibaiz painted his graphic
“Wall Therapy.”
Lauterbach Building, 750 South Ave.
Under Shawn’s lead in 2008, the Maier’s bought the Lauterbach Building
and converted an upper level that had
been vacant for half a century into six
apartments that always have a waiting list. Shawn and a friend stripped
and restored the woodwork upstairs,
numbering each piece of wood to
return it to its original location. The
former hardware store at street level
was rehabbed and now houses Equal
Grounds coffee shop. That renovation
was not easy but with great effort
by the Maier’s and architect Randall
Peacock, all code requirements were
met and the 100+ years of building
character carefully preserved.
The German House, 315 Gregory
Street. The family purchased this local
landmark knowing that its rich history
was likely to be lost as the property’s
condition was deteriorating with every
year that passed and the decline
needed to be reversed. “Picture the

pint-sized Mrs. Maier on scaffolding
painting the 25’ high metal ceiling by
hand. She also personally restored
the woodwork throughout the entire
auditorium and ran the restaurant and
theater side of the business for many
years.” says Ron.
At the celebration for the reopening
of the German House Mayor Thomas
Ryan said, “The refurbishment of
the German House ensures that this
beautiful structure will continue to
play an important role in our community’s history.” The building and the
history of The German House with its
importance for the whole community
brought Lucien Moran, then Monroe
County Supervisor, to join with Ryan
in the presentation of “Certification of
Recognition.”
Siddons Roofing, 299 Gregory.
Kenron moved to the property in 2010.
Buying that building and creating an
efficient office, shop and warehouse
for Kenron also added much needed
parking for the Wedge. The building hosts one of the few Geothermal
Heating/ Cooling systems in the City.
As the Maier children grew up, Shawn
and his wife Frances entered the family business while daughter Shana married a Brit, Stuart Taplin, and moved
to London. However, when they visit
twice a year, she, Stuart, and children
Alison, Oliver, and Amelie often lend
a hand at the family properties in the
South Wedge. Nowadays, Shawn’s four
young boys, Ronan, Eamon, Eoghan
and Ian, help plant, water and weed
and even paint the big candy canes at
Christmas for the German House. We
hope they will all be in and around the
Wedge for years to come.
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Smoked wings & gourmet
burgers! come visit the
tavern at the corner of
South Avenue & Gregory
Street!
Monday through Saturday
11:30am-2am
Sunday 12pm-2am

585.434.3784
689 South Ave
Rochester, NY 14620

Whatever the
mood, whatever
the event, we
can create a
cake to help you
celebrate in
style!

hours
489 south ave

Mon-Wed: 11:00 am-9:00 pm
Thu-Fri: 11:00 am-10:00 pm
Sat: 12:00 pm-10:00 pm


232.5830



johnstexmex.com

SOUTH WEDGE

call for

PUBLIC ART
BASWA will be accepting proposals for public art beginning October 1,
2017 for the following areas:
• Sculptural Bicycle Racks (“parking meter totems”)
• Electrical Box Murals
• Wall Murals
• Sidewalk Murals
Details of the project and application & guidelines can be found at
433 South Avenue
585.546.1420
premier-pastry.com
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southwedge.com/publicart
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welcome

south wedge historic district
by chris jones

To many people, living or working in a National Historic District
is nothing to get excited about,
nothing to write home about. Meh.
Whatever. However, for those of us
who own properties in the South
Wedge Historic District, there are
tangible and intangible benefits
that we can all enjoy. Really.
The South Wedge Historic District
was officially listed on the National
Register of Historic Places on
May 22, 2013. The district includes
434 contributing commercial and
residential properties located on
South Avenue, Comfort Street, Alexander, Hamilton, Averill Avenue,
Hickory, Ashland, Bond, Whalin,
and Gregory Streets. Not every
property on each of these streets
is included in the district, which
may seem odd but there is a reason for this. The boundaries were
drawn to encompass the most
intact concentration of historic
buildings. By “intact” we refer to
the integrity of original materials
and design; a minimum amount of
modern intrusions having been applied, such as siding, new windows
and doors, additions or enclosures.
In time, the possibility of adding
more properties to the district
may become a reality if the trend
towards home restoration and
renovation continues in the area.
The National Register listing was
the culmination of a three year
project begun in 2010 and undertaken by community residents and
professional architectural historian
Katie Eggers Comeau of Bero Architecture. The upswing in housing
rehabilitation throughout the area
has dramatically changed many
streetscapes in the South Wedge;
this is the key reason that enabled
this project to happen. Changes
have been so dramatic that past
historic resource surveys, even
the 2000 citywide survey update,
became outdated. Initially, this
district was planned to include
about 120 properties. But a closer
look at the neighborhood during
the early stages of the project
revealed a surprising number of
pockets of beautifully preserved or
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restored properties so the project
was expanded.
Why should we care about any
of this? Comeau states, “Until a
few years ago, State and National
Register listing was mainly an
honorary designation, a source
of pride that could be used to
generate interest and attract
visitors – but listing did not bring
a lot of tangible benefits for most
property owners. Since 2009, New
York State has also offered meaningful tax incentives to promote
rehabilitation of National Registerlisted buildings: in certain census
tracts, owners of commercial
and owner-occupied residential
properties can take advantage of a
20% credit when they rehabilitate
their buildings. Properties in the
South Wedge Historic District now
qualify for these tax credits, and
I know all of us involved in getting this district designated hope
owners will find them helpful. Of
course, the intangible benefits
have value as well: residents
of the South Wedge should be
proud of the architectural quality,
historical significance, and longterm stewardship that this listing
recognizes.”
So, tax credits are an obvious
benefit that we should all be taking
advantage of, if you are spending
$5000 or more on improvements
to your property, inside or outside. Increases in property values
are another important benefit.
Governor Cuomo signed rehabilitation tax credit changes into law
on March 28, 2013 that extend the
program until December 31, 2019. A
study of the Speedway-Drachman
National Register Historic District
in Tucson showed that between
1987 and 2007 the average assessed value of homes in this
district appreciated 15 percent
higher than the average in a
nearby neighborhood with housing
stock of similar age, construction,
and design.
Historic district designation can
also be a useful tool for local
planning organizations, neigh-

borhoods, and governments in
efforts to preserve the character
of neighborhoods. Development
projects that are funded with state
or federal monies in or adjacent
to Historic Districts are subject
to review by the State Historic
Preservation Office to ensure
that they will not have a negative
impact on the district. Developments in National Historic Districts
are also subject to closer scrutiny
by planning boards and therefore
more likely to be held to a higher
standard of design than in unlisted
neighborhoods.
In 2009, the Linden-South Historic
District was nominated to the
State and National Registers. This
district consists of 83 properties
on Linden Street and South Avenue
and home owners in this area have
celebrated this nomination by adding bronze plaques to their homes
and hosting History Events such as
potluck dinners. While there was
initial fear by neighbors about the
listing, the reality has eased the
minds of residents.
Joe Pasquarelli, a resident in the
Linden-South Historic District,
says, “Having our home at 183 Linden Street included in the National
Register has added significance to
the historic value that we knew existed after purchasing the house.
Purchasing a plaque to designate
the year the house was constructed and seeing other homes in the
district with similar plaques adds
to the neighborhood feel and gives
all of us homeowners a greater
sense of pride for our city neighborhood. Along with this designation comes a better understanding
that this designation does not
limit our ability to renovate our
homes in any way which has led
to greater participation by other
neighbors in the district.“

BASWA has commissioned South
Wedge Historic District house
plaques which are available for
purchase through the Erie Landmark Company for $223 plus shipping. Order your plaque through
Historic Houseparts by September
30 and receive a 20% discount
off this price plus free shipping.
Please contact me at chris@
historichouseparts.com for details
or to order.
Funding for the South Wedge
Historic Resources Survey and
National Register Listing project
was provided by the Rochester
Area Community Foundation’s
Lloyd Klos Preservation Fund
and also Preserve New York. The
funds were administered by the
South Wedge Planning Committee.
Resources:
Visit the National Register of Historic Places website to learn more
about listings in our area at http://
www.nps.gov/nr/
Bero Architecture is a full-service
architectural firm specializing in
preservation and reuse of historic
buildings; we also provide preservation planning services. www.
beroarchitecture.com/
To learn about the Tax Credits
available to homeowners, please
go to http://nysparks.com/shpo/
tax-credit-programs/
To view the complete South Wedge
Historic District National Register Nomination, please go to our
website at
www.southwedge.com/swhd
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fountain of youth
If you are looking for a warm and
welcoming place to work out, by
all means, visit Fountain of Youth,
390 South Ave., Suite A. When I
first spoke to Hassan Robinson
at a BASWA monthly meeting in
the spring, he and his brother
Julius Davis were in the process of
relocating from an industrial space
on Lincoln Avenue where they had
a good following, to a brand-new
space in WedgePoint.
Since then, the brothers/owners
have enjoyed their attractive new
surroundings. Their goal is to improve the quality of life of all their
clients, regardless of age or fitness
level, by using core, functional
and strength training in classes
and personal sessions. Another
way they reach out to clients and
neighbors is a free walking group
Saturday and Sunday mornings at

by rose o’keefe
photos by dave burnet

7:15 a.m. Anyone who can handle a
3-to-4-mile walk is welcome to join
them as they head toward Highland Park or along the Genesee
River path.
The brothers grew up the in the
19th Ward, with Robinson attending Wilson High and graduating
from its impressive International
Baccalaureate program. He then
went to Rochester Institute of
Technology as a Rochester City
Scholar with Honors, in Information Technology. He found playing
football and running track at RIT
was great for stress relief. After
graduating, he worked as an IT
engineer at Xerox for six years,
and also trained clients after his
day job.
Davis majored in occupational
studies at Alfred State, where,
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like his brother, he played football
and ran track. Even though he
worked in a group home in North
Carolina and as a bricklayer, he
still kept going back to the gym
and eventually became a certified
fitness trainer. Both brothers still
work their day jobs, and Hassan
is in the process of acquiring his
certification.
FOY uses MYZONE to monitor
heart rate, and is in the process of
bringing on more personal trainers
as independent contractors. The
place looks great and the staff is
so friendly – check it out!

Fountain of Youth Fitness
390 South Ave., Suite A.
foyfitness.co | 585-754-0154
Monday - Friday 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m. to noon
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remodel your way to a free vacation
by heather mckay

Most people like you and me use
credit cards for everyday spending
or a few big ticket purchases. Are
you using the right card? Is your
credit card working for you and
helping you to stay out of credit
card debt? Do credit cards make
you nervous? If so, you aren’t
alone. The average household has
$8,700 in credit card debt, so I get
it. When you are looking at a big
home repair or restoration project,
let your spending work for you and
not against you, even if you currently have credit card debt. Are
you planning a remodel and just
don’t know where the money will
come from? That happened to me
a few years back. I had an unexpected bathroom remodel that
left me with a home equity line
of credit and no plan for paying
that loan down. Back then, I really
wish that I knew these tips on how
my spending could have actually
helped me reduce that cost, pay
back that loan, or at the very least
gotten me free hotels while the
work was being done.
With a little bit of forethought and
planning, all of the money that you
spend on your restoration project
can earn you free money or a free
vacation, or both! There are a lot
of ways to harness your spending
for the most bang for your buck.
Recently, I went on a 19 day vacation to Wales, Ireland and Scotland
completely for free... all because of
normal everyday spending (Hello,
Wegmans and the Tap & Mallet!!).
For that trip, I flew business class
while my parents were stuck back
in steerage (economy class). Because of me, we all were allowed
access into airport lounges for free
food and drinks during layovers
(Hello, Priority Pass!!). I also was
able to earn free hotel stays while
traveling around without actually
staying at a hotel! Upon my return,
I paid off my credit card with
points earned. So, in the end, the
entire nineteen day trip, including
flights, was free!
If it all sounds unbelievable or you
are already doing a few of these
with a cash back credit card, that’s
cool. Step it up a notch with a new
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technique and earn even more.
Listed here are the top things
people aren’t currently doing to
harness their spending for maximum impact.
Sign up for a NEW credit card
with a BIG sign up bonus before
you begin hiring contractors and
buying materials. Most credit
cards will give you bonus points in
the first three months of owning the credit card when you
spend $3,000 on the card in that
timeframe. So, If you know when
you are going to be spending big
money this is a great tip.
When comparing cards, a sign up
bonus of 30,000-80,000 points is
preferred. A 10,000 point signup
bonus is not worth it. Look for a
big one! My Mom has been a long
time United Mileage Plus member,
however she never had her own
United credit card. She was an authorized user on my Dad’s account
and used his. When I realized this,
I logged into her Mileage Plus account and saw they were offering
her a whopping 70,000 mile sign
up bonus! This was all due to her
being a long time Mileage Plus
member without one of their credit
cards. Amazing! 80,000 miles will
get you an economy round trip
ticket anywhere in the world!
The best all around credit card
for travel is the Chase Sapphire,
which pays out 50,000 points
as a standard sign up bonus and
those points are worth $500 cash
or $625 towards travel. Chase
points also transfer 1:1 to any
airline, includes trip protection,
rental car collision insurance, lost
luggage reimbursements and
even purchase protections. The
$95 annual fee is totally worth it. If
you don’t agree, then just cash in
a few points to cover that annual
fee! Recently, I signed up for the
Southwest Airlines card because it
payed out 50,000 Southwest point
sign up bonus with only having to
run $1,000 through the card in the
first 3 months! Those points were
enough to take myself and a friend
to Costa Rica.

Once you have your new card,
use it for everything and pay it off
weekly if you need to. Transfer all
of your regular bills to the card as
well, like your cell phone payment.
For me personally, I set up Verizon
on auto pay to the credit card.
Then I set up my credit card to be
auto payed that amount from my
checking account on that same
day. This trick keeps me from over
spending or getting behind. Most
cards give you extra earning for
certain categories like gas and
utilities.
Shop using your credit card’s
shopping portal. What’s a shopping portal?? Well, when you
log into your Chase account (or
whatever card you are using),
there is a sort of secret shopping portal where they give you
extra miles per dollar spent. For
example, I use Clinique makeup
and I can buy Clinique makeup at
Sephora. Instead of going to the
mall to buy my makeup at either
store, I wait until my United Mileage Plus credit card gives me 12
points to the dollar with Sephora.
com and then I buy Clinique
makeup via the United shopping
portal. United only gives me 4
points to the dollar with Clinique
through the portal and 1 point to
the dollar in the store. Do you
see how the shopping portal can
really add up?? You can even mark
your favorite stores as favorites
for quick shopping. Guess what
else you can do? Shop Lowe’s and

Home Depot through the portal to
get the extra points, then pick up
your order in the store. The best
part about that is that they will
pull your order for you and have
it ready for you when you arrive. I
do this with mulch every year and
love that they load it into my car
too. So easy.
If you have a small business, you
can double your earning with similar business cards, like the Chase
Ink Plus or American Express SPG.
They don’t ask for a ton of verification on the business card application, so even if you have a little
craft boutique business on the
side... that still counts.
No business, but you have a
spouse? Great! Add them as an
‘authorized user’ and that will
automatically get you extra points!
You don’t even have to use the
card they get issued. I know someone who gets cards for his cat and
then just destroys the issued card.
Did you already earn a sign up
bonus for a card? Great! If it suits
you, you can cancel that card and
reapply in a few years (not with
American Express cards). I have
a spreadsheet and keep track of
opening date, closing date, current
point total and whether or not the
points expire.
Are you like me and drinking at the
Tap and Mallet or getting pizza at
Napa often? Great! Keep your eyes
peeled for dining bonuses from
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United and Delta Airlines cards. A
few months ago, United noticed
that I had not been using their
card and they sent me a promo
email for restaurants in my area. I
accepted their opt-in for the dining
bonus and used my United card at
the Tap & Mallet for a beer. That
one beer earned me 500 United
Miles! Seriously. Many great South
Wedge restaurants and bars participate as well.
Refer your friends, using a special
referral link and earn more points.
I recently invited a fellow wedding photographer to sign up for
a Chase Ink Plus business credit
card and that earned me 10,000
chase points when he was approved. That’s worth $100 or $125
in travel.
OK, so now you have all of these
points and miles. What do you do
with them? You don’t have to use
the points for travel and you don’t
have to use the points for cash
back. When redeeming points,
sometimes I use my Chase points
for purchases on Amazon! For
reals. It’s easy to sync that up and
Amazon just offers my points as a
payment option during checkout.
They do it with Discover Card’s
cash back too. Most points can
be used for all sorts of things, like
concert tickets, NYC Broadway
shows, luggage, gift cards and a

plethora of other things. Recently,
I used 6,000 Southwest miles for a
$50 gift card to Target and another
6,878 points for a new 3 piece luggage set. Then I cancelled the card
so I didn’t have to pay the annual
fee.
Are you worried about your FICO
credit score? That’s a valid concern. The short answer is that new
credit cards will affect everyone
differently. What I will say is that
two things actually help your credit score: on time payments and
available credit. So, simply having
credit cards - and not using them
- will help your credit score. It’s all
about not using all of the available credit to you. Naturally if all
of your cards are maxed out, this
will negatively affect your credit.
So don’t go crazy until you know
you can control yourself. Also,
don’t buy things you don’t need
just so you can earn points. That’s
irresponsible. However if you know
you have to spend money, then do
it right and get something out of
it, whether it is cash back or travel
perks, that’s up to you.
Keep in touch with me over on my
lifestyle blog, Parallax Life (parallaxlife.com!) I love hearing how my
tips help and if you have any of
your own tips or success story to
share.
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Time For Wine & Spirits

674 SOUTH AVENUE · OPEN DAILY 10AM-9PM
HEDONISTCHOCOLATES.COM

n
ollectio
F r uit & Nut Ce & Veg an!
D a iry-Fre

CHOCOLATE & ICE CREAM LOCAL DELIVERY ON

Jonathan Rodgers
Lic. RE Salesperson, REALTOR®
C: 585.749.7460

The only liquor
store in the
South Wedge!

HANDMADE CHOCOLATES FOR EVERY CELEBRATION

741 South Avenue | 585.278.1289
CaverlysIrishPub@gmail.com
caverlysirishpub.com

jonathanrodgers@howardhanna.com

Daily Beer Specials!
Follow Us on Facebook
and Twitter for More
Information!

"Wine in itself is an excellent thing." Pope Pius XII
661 South Avenue
585.413.3826

Monday - Wednesday 12 - 8
Thursday - Saturday 12 - 9
Closed Sunday

See it Here,
Buy it Here,
Keep Us Here!

SWEET
HoneyEVENTS

Unusual gifts,
jewelry, vintage
treasures, and
random, fun, cool
stuff!

Naturally Planned Events for the
Eco-Conscious
Minded

Homemade Local & Organic
Dog Treats!

661 South Avenue
585.360.2095
facebook.com/ZaksAvenue
www.ZaksAvenue.com

oni Events
T.....
Toni Beth Weasner
www.tonievents.com
toni@tonievents.com
585.748.6280
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585.899.9361

Beauty & Brows

Thomas
McCue

Licensed Real Estate Salesperson

Thomas McCue
Howard Hanna Real Estate Services
McCue Management LLC
585-421-5277
315-573-0317

Tuesday 9-6
Wednesday 9-5
Thursday 9-5
Friday 9-5
Saturday 8-2

585.473.6061
732 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14620

Mike Bauman
Owner/Barber

Sustainable

www.SweetHoneyEvents.com

paw-laspantry.net
pawlaspantryroc@gmail.com

Get the eyebrows of your dreams!

Handmade

585-851-8135

StudioRAD

A South Wedge Fine Arts Studio

Threading Services | Brazilian Wax | Body Wax | Henna Tattoo
Facial Treatments: Cleansing, Exfoliation, Extraction, Massage, Relaxation Treatment

First Friday Gallery Nights
Workshops, Paint Parties
& More

z Membership Packages & Gift Certificates Available z

For more info visit

www.studiorad.org
or email

facebook.com/
baumansbarbershop
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lisanudo@studiorad.org
697 South Avenue | 585.732.4432 | Tuesday-Saturday 11-6 | Sunday 11-4
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46 Mount Hope Ave, Suite 3
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food & drink

food & drink

of course you can!
by bridgette pendleton-snyder
photos by lives styled

As the air starts to cool a bit and the daylight hours begin to dwindle, it’s clear that
Autumn is almost here. Then comes the realization that it will be at least 6-7 months
until fresh local produce will again be plentiful. In a panic, you harvest all that is
left in your garden, and hit up the local farmers’ markets and produce stands.
Meals for the next week tend to include cucumbers, sliced tomatoes and corn
on the cob. I don’t know about you but I can only eat cucumbers for so many
meals in a row before I start to feel as if I am, in fact, a cucumber.
Canning is a tried and true method of preserving your fruits and vegetables
from the garden or the farmers’ market while they are in season and making
your harvest last through winter when local and seasonal foods are scarce.
Plus, canning saves you money, is eco-friendly and tastes better, and has no
questionable additives. So whip out your vintage cookbooks or grandma’s
recipe box; there will be a whole section with yummy recipes for all things
pickled, fruit preserves and homemade tomato sauces.
Ok, now that you have chosen your recipes and picked up the ingredients, here’s
a list of all the tools you will need to get the job done efficiently. Most of these
items can be found all together in one isle at your local grocery store.
Canning Jars and Seals: use mason-style jars with sealed lids
and rings, which can be found at most grocery stores
Wide-Mouth Funnel: makes filling jars with sauces or
jams easier and less messy
Lid Wand: for easy removal of lids and rings from
boiling water
Ladle: for filling jars
Large Pot: for boiling canned preserves and
jams, fruits, tomatoes and pickled vegetables
Tongs or Jar Lifters: rubberized lifters make
removing cans from their water bath less
slippery, but a good pair of tongs can
work just as well
Clean Cloths: used to wipe down jars,
lids and rims of jars
A Friend: this process is so much
easier with another set of hands
Ok, now that you have your
mise en place ready….Let’s Can!
YOU CAN DO THIS!

1. START BY STERILIZING YOUR JARS
Wash your lids and jars in hot soapy water. Then move them to a
boiling water bath for ten minutes to sterilize. Remove jars from
the water bath, but leave the lids in the hot water until you’re
ready to use them to ensure they don’t come in contact with anything before you seal your jars.
2. SLICE, DICE, PICKLE AND POUR
The longer a fresh piece of produce sits, the more vitamins it loses
so it’s important to use it as soon as you get it. Prepare fruits and
vegetables by slicing and dicing; prepare your jams, picked veggies
and sauces before placing in the jars.
3. FILL YOUR JARS
There are a few things to remember when filling your jars. First,
be sure not to fill them completely. Produce expands during the
boiling process, so leaving enough space at the top prevents the
jar from leaking and making a mess. After filling the jar with your
produce (unless canning jams, jellies or preserves) you’ll be pouring
a liquid over the fruit or vegetables to submerge them in the jar.
Pour the boiling water, pickling solution or juice to cover up to the
top of your produce.
Make sure there are no air bubbles along the sides of the jar and
that the produce is submerged in the liquid. Wipe the rims of the
jars down with a clean cloth and cap with the flat, sterilized sealing lids and rims.

time dictated by which vegetable you’re canning and the altitude
at which you live. For pressure cooking, you’ll want to check for
the length and temperature needed for your region as well.
5. REMOVE YOUR JARS AND LET THEM COOL
Place your jars on a flat wood or cloth-covered solid surface to let
them cool. Let them sit for a day to completely cool. While cooling, your jars will start to pop, creating the vacuum seal.
After they have cooled, press down on the center of your jars to
ensure they have sealed completely. Any lids that spring back have
not sealed and should be placed in the refrigerator and eaten first.
6. LABEL AND STORE YOUR PRESERVED FOOD
Label your jars with the contents and the date. You can write directly on the lid with a Sharpie or download and print or purchase
specialty labels for your jars. Once you have them labeled and
have wiped off any food pieces or water from the outside of the
jar, store your food in a dark, dry place until you’re ready to enjoy.
It’s a 4-5 hour project but on a cold winter night when opening
up a jar of fresh peaches to make a yummy cobbler you will realize it was totally worth it. Trust me having a friend help makes the
process much smoother and of course a heck of a lot more fun.
So open up a couple bottles of wine, put on some great tunes,
and get your can on!!

4. PROCESS YOUR JARS
Preheat water in your pot or pressure cooker. For hot produce,
water should be preheated to 180º F, and for cold produce, it
should be around 140º F. This will help prevent the jars from
cracking when they are placed in the pot.
Water should be an inch or two above the top of the canning jar
when they are placed in the pot for a water boiling process. Use a
pressure canner according to the manufacturer’s directions to determine the amount of water needed in the bottom prior to adding
the jars. Add the jars using your tongs or jar lifter, and place them
in the vessel so they are not touching. Place the lid on your pot
or pressure canner. With water bath canning, bring the water to
a slow boil and then start your timer to process for the length of
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updates
Who knew that Thai ice cream
rolls are one of the latest
trends in street food to spread
across the Pacific Ocean to
Hawaii and Toronto? Roll’n
Yen Café opened at 656 South
Ave. at the height of lovely
weather in mid-August, serving up Thai fried ice cream.
Husband and wife John and
Tee Syouthoum looked for two
years to find the right place
for their family-owned business. John, who was raised in
Rochester is from Laos. Tee,
who was born in Thailand, met
John through friends. Together,
they have two daughters and
five sons, ages 3 to 18. Check
out their hours on facebook
at Roll’n Yen Thai Fried Ice
Cream. Welcome!
Save the date: Friends of
Calvary St. Andrew’s are
planning a major celebration
for the unveiling of the City of
Rochester Landmark Plaque,
at 68 Ashland St., Sunday Oct.
15, 2 to 4 p.m. The festivities
include tours, organ music,
memorabilia and talks on
the stained-glass windows
designed by Rochester artist George Haushalter. This
church is so chock full of local
history, a short mention cannot
do it justice. Check for details
on facebook at Calvary St.
Andrews Presbyterian Parish.
Word from neighbors who
stopped in on a Friday night
at Toasted Bear Tavern and
Grill, 689 South Ave., was
that the chicken wings were
good – there are five kinds; the
seafood bisque and fish dinner
were tasty and the Rueben
sandwich hit the spot. I had
a glimpse of the new interior
while it was under renovation, and it looked sharp. So
far, they have Karaoke on
Wednesdays and they’re getting good reviews on facebook.
Toasted Bear is open 11:30
a.m. to 2 a.m.
After Karaoke on Wednesdays, why not go out the next
night too? You can cross the
street to enjoy the challenge
of Trivia Nite every Thursday
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health

by rose o’keefe

from 7:30-8:30 p.m. at Harry
G’s, 678 South Ave. Coming
up, they are hosting a “Stein
Hoisting” event with Sam Adams Brewery on Friday Sept.
29 from 6 to 8 p.m. Harry G’s
also hosted a Solar Sip N’Sun
gathering sponsored by Suncommon in August. Let’s hear
it for going green. Yeah!
Speaking of good reviews on
facebook, you better make reservations for weekend dinners
at Relish, 651 South Ave. Chef
Stephen Rees is eager to have
everything up and running yesterday and need only look at
the 5 Star reviews to know that
he is on the right track. His
summer creations are highly
– well, seasonal and include a
delicious lemonade. As of early
August, plans for take-out
were still in the works. Seating
is limited – part of the appeal
of this delightful nook.
I had a good chat with Raj
Karki, husband of Sujana
Karki of Sujana Beauty and
Brows at 697 South Ave. Raj
(pronounced RaZ) shared an
amazing story about how he
developed his business, Raj
International Travels and
Tours. He is originally from
Nepal and has worked at hotels in Japan, Dubai and India.
He came to the U.S. in 2008
and has been in Rochester
since 2015. Some people are
aware that there are about
5,000 Bhutanese refugees in
Rochester, but not everyone
knows many of them spent
years in camps in Nepal which,
because of being near Tibet,
China and India, has 100
dialects! When they arrive in
Rochester they receive government support, but how does
someone who has lived in a
tent city know what it takes
to live here? Raj became a
travel planner to assist them.
rajtravelandtours@yahoo.com;
www.rajtravelandtours.com;
(585) 465-6743. Also, BASWA
extends a hearty welcome to
Sujana Beauty and Brows,
which recently became a
member.
There’s been foot traffic in and

out of Little Shop of Hoarders at 269 Gregory St. Monika
Lafayette Vertigo’s plans for
her juice bar are moving along
and she expects the front end
of the shop to open before
September, with the C of O
and health inspection to follow.
Last summer, SWQ introduced
some of the team players at
North Wedge Market, part
of The Pillar at 48 Mt. Hope
Ave. At BASWA’s June Mingle
at the Odd Fellows, I enjoyed
meeting Lisa Nudo, of Studio Rad, a visual and fine arts
studio, and Jeannine Zona,
one of the pastors on the
team. Jeannine, who provides
resource connections and
spiritual direction, is eager to
acquire donations of furniture
for the first-time home-owners
they assist. The Pillar’s vision
is to “Invite All, Embrace All,
Serve All.”
I’m sure I haven’t been alone
in staring at the Zagster Bike
Share stations in the South
Wedge and around the city.
What a thrill to see groups
pedaling along on the attractive bikes, some of them looking like they’re learning how
to ride one for the first time.
One sunny Sunday afternoon,
there was only one bike left
in the rack on the northeast
corner of Gregory and South.
The folks from Zagster report
that this station is in the top
5 busiest stations in the City!
Congratulations to all involved
with bringing this to Rochester to generate excitement
and enthusiasm for city living,
and thank you to BASWA for
footing the bill for the one at
Gregory and South Avenue!
If you are looking for oneof-a-kind furnishings, check
out the amazing photos on
Robin’s Restorations on
facebook. Robin North and
Brandon Gregory of Comfort
Street have impressive postings
of oldies turned into goodies –
a mirror, dresser, buffet, with
more to follow. RR’s motto is:
“Giving love to neglected furniture,” and they deliver what

they stylishly restore.
Former Hickory Queen Nut,
Jayne Morgan had her bit
of fame after the community
forum in August to address the
fate of a City-owned vacant
property at 151 Mt. Hope Ave.
Jayne made a good impression
on Spectrum News, as well
as on WXXI where she was
quoted: “There are not many
cities that have a waterway
running through the center of
them. We are so lucky. And
this is the last little spot that’s
left.” There are strong feelings
among neighbors about this
open space fronting the Genesee River, and Commissioner
Baye Muhammad of the Office
of Neighborhood and Business
Development agreed postpone
requests for proposals.
The City Preservation Board
voted in July to put off voting on the application for
landmark status for the entire
buildings and grounds of the
original campus of the Colgate
Rochester Crozier Divinity
School until their meeting in
September.
Orbs Restaurant and Bar’s
Executive Chef Steven Lara
launched Heritage Taco
Trailer serving up scratch
Mexican Street food using locally sourced ingredients. Chef
Steven’s California roots and
Mexican family heritage are
sure to provide you with a truly
authentic experience. Check
out the Heritage Taco Trailer
Mondays @ Orbs Restaurant and Bar 6pm-10pm and
Wednesdays @ Three Heads
Brewery 4pm-8pm
Check Heritage Taco FB or
Instagram for more locations,
dates and times. Orb’s Midnight Delicatessen is a a new
late night option featuring a
selection of classically crafted
cocktails accompanied by a
menu of charcuterie, cheese
boards and other small plates.
Midnight Delicatessen is at
Orbs Wed-Sat evenings 10pm12am.

& wellness

self-restoration

by aimee conners

How many hours of the week do you spend stressed,
rushing, on the go, or overstimulated? When the pace
of life is fast, our minds move fast too. We start to think
that’s normal and may seek out strong, fast-moving
forms of exercise & entertainment. But this constant
demand and pace is not sustainable and our bodies &
nervous systems suffer as a result of this. We may end
up feeling easily overwhelmed, emotional, tired, with a
racing mind. We get sick quicker and more often.
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Restorative yoga seeks to balance some of the excess
of modern life – the pace, the demand, the intensity.
When practiced consistently, it can begin to heal our
overstressed bodies and minds. Mindfulness is an
important component of this process. It lets us slow
down enough to become aware of the ways and places
that we are over extended just in our own bodies and
minds.
A lot of people think that yoga is only for flexible
people. This isn’t really accurate, and it’s even less true
in restorative practices! In restorative or mindfulness
practices, the stretching or moving of the body is simply used to show where there is stress and tension so
that we can begin to release some of the excess. During
a restorative yoga class, you stretch and move, but you
relax fully in the positions so that unhealthy holding
can slowly be released.

EXTRAVAGANZA
Saturday October 28, 2016
9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Every item on sale! 10-80% off!
20,000 square feet of great stuff!
Plus SPIN THE WHEEL and WIN!

Common Restorative Yoga benefits:
• Practices quieting the mind
• Improves breathing & heart rate variability
• Slows down the body
• Cools down the nervous system
• Enhances the immune system
• Balances emotions
• Cultivates compassion & empathy for ourselves &
others

SPOOKTACULAR
savings!

Aimee Conners teaches Yoga + Mindfulness Thursday
nights at 7:30pm at Tru Yoga.

HISTORICHOUSEPARTS.COM

WEDGE
WADdLE
Z

Ten o’clock in the a.m.
THURSDAY, NOV. 23 b STAR
ALLEY • 664 SOUTH AVE.

THANKSGIVING MORNING!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Give Thanks while you

WALK, RUN OR WADdLE
THROUGH THE WEDGE!

A PAIR OF NEW
a DONATE
SOCKS TO ST. JOSEPH’S

event for families & friends

HOSPITALITY HOUSE

MORE DETAILS & REGISTER AT: WEDGEWADdLE.COM
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Traditionally Cooked
Chicken, Beef, And
Lamb Entrees All
Served With Injera

SO

Stationery
Business
StationeryCards
BusinessGifts
Cards
Custom
Custom Gifts
Invitations
Invitations

TE

Addis Ababa Ethiopian Restaurant

WE

DGE, ROC

HE

S

FREE Traditional
Ethiopian Coffee
Saturdays at 1 PM
Vegetarian Buffet
Saturday & Sunday
Noon to 9 PM $10

by appointment only:
{585} 355-9768
poseyletterpress
@ gmail.com
by appointment only:
Facebook/Instagram:
{585} 355-9768 poseyletterpress
poseyletterpress@gmail.com
Facebook/Instagram: poseyletterpress

breakfast, lunch and dinner
open Tuesday to Sunday | 9 AM to 9 PM

752 South Goodman Street | addisababaroc.com | 585.244.0073

CALL FOR WINTER CLEANING TODAY! 1-800-STEEMER

Schedule Online at stanleysteemer.com!

725 South Avenue | stanleysteemer.com | 585.244.4440

Attorneys At Law
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Western

7th Annual Festival
September 23, 2017
9am - 5pm on Saturday ONLY!

Barn�S
845�Yel ale�Location
�
lo
Palmyr w�Mills�Roa
d,�
a�NY�o
n�9/23/
17

Over 300 Fantastic LOCAL Artisans & Food Trucks
Chicken Dinner BBQ Benefiting Pal-Mac Robotics Team
$1 Entrance Fee Goes to Camp ONSEYAWA
$5 Parking Fee Goes to Pal-Mac Rotary
Awesome�Live�Music��|��Farmer’s�Market��|��Chalk�Paint�Demos�All�Day�

A solution-driven law ﬁrm committed to
excellence. Proudly serving the Rochester
community for more than 22 years.

OVER�300�RAFFLES�to�win!��|��Get�Your�Free�Ticket�on�our�website!
Visit Our 4 Store Locations:
77 West Main St. Macedon
Village Gate 274 Goodman St. N.
3200 W. Ridge Rd. Greece
1 W. Genesee St. Baldwinsville
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585.454.5050 | 925 Crossroads Building
Two State Street | Rochester, NY 14614
www.brownhutchinson.com

Visit our website or
facebook page for details
www.thepurplepaintedladyfestival.com

Oﬃces also in : New York City | Buﬀalo | Albany

COMMITTED To excellence
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issues

family

public transportation:
we’ve got a long way to go

back to school

by mary lupien

by lori bryce

Alex Koroleski has a few ways to
get to work.
He can drive, which takes about
3 minutes; his home on Hamilton
Street is a stone’s throw away
from the Ford Street bridge, and
from there, it’s a straight shot
down Exchange Blvd. If it’s nice
out, he can also ride his bike (7
minutes) or walk (20 minutes).
Or, in what constitutes by far the
worst of his available options, he
can take public transportation.
That means hopping on the No. 45
bus and taking it up South Avenue to the Transit Center, where
he would disembark and wait
for a No. 25 to arrive, which can
run him over to State and Main.
That leaves him about a quarter
mile walk to the office. If all goes
well, he gets to work in about 45
minutes.
“I’m fortunate enough to have a
car, and even if I didn’t, I’m in good
enough shape to make it there on
foot,” said Koroleski, who works in
the Civic Center Plaza. “But what
if I couldn’t afford a car? What if I
was disabled? It shouldn’t take 45
minutes to get somewhere that’s
only a mile away.”
The efficiency of a city’s public
transportation is one of the most
crucial systemic factors in the fight
against poverty. A 2015 Harvard
study pegged commute times
as the single strongest indicator
of upward mobility; the longer a
person’s commute, the lower the
chances they had of improving
their economic outlook. It’s more
important than crime, elementaryschool test scores, or the percentage of two-parent families in a
community, researchers said.
And when it comes to public
transportation, Rochester is falling
behind.
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Koroleski’s awkward commute
— whereby he has to travel to
the center of the city and then
backtrack to his true destination
— is mirrored by many Rochester
residents who use the RTS to get
to work. The agency currently
employs a “hub and spoke” design
that funnels nearly everyone into
the Transit Center at North Clinton
Ave. and St. Paul, then spits them
back out in the direction they need
to go. It’s a design commonly
used in cities that have enormous
footprints, such as Atlanta. But in
Rochester, it creates unnecessarily
cumbersome routes for commuters and acts as a deterrent to
many would-be bus riders.
Re-imagining the city bus maps
is just a small piece of the puzzle.
We’ve been quick to embrace
higher-end private services (Uber
and Lyft), but the city still hasn’t
made a strong commitment to
public transportation. And with
more Rochester residents now
living in extreme poverty than any
other similarly-sized city in the
United States, the time to make
that commitment is now.
The good news is that these efforts don’t have to come in the
form of a huge infrastructure
investment. Instead, the city can
expand the existing vanpooling
program to reach outlying counties and consolidate resources in
Rochester which has the densest
population. We can create publicprivate partnerships to bridge
the gaps in the current RTS maps,
our current zagster program or
the “first and last mile” program
in Dallas. And we can improve our
biking and walking infrastructure
to make alternative methods of
travel more enjoyable and less
dangerous.
These improvements would provide residents a faster way to get

to work — they’d have more bus
routes to choose from, bike shares
near the bus stops, additional bike
lanes for improved safety, and
ridesharing programs to bridge
any gaps.
This would help empower lowerincome residents to escape poverty, while also presenting more
attractive options to middle- and
upper-class commuters as well,
cutting down on the number of
people who travel to work by car,
which carries its own benefits. In
the short term, it means fewer
people cutting through the South
Wedge’s residential streets on
their ways to work. (Looking at
you, Cypress, Caroline, etc.)

according to a 2014 study by the
University of California.
So what are we waiting for?! Let’s
get going!
Mary Lupien is a candidate for
Rochester City Council. One of
the leaders of Monroe County for
Bernie Sanders in 2016, Lupien is
pushing to make public transportation more accessible for
Rochester residents.

And in the long term, Rochester
would do its part to reduce pollution and create a better planet for
our children and grandchildren. A
global effort to commit to more
public transportation could reduce
greenhouse gases by 40 percent
and save the economy $100 trillion,

Sending a child to school in the
Rochester City School District
(RCSD) is hard. We’ve been told
by our peers not to do it both
explicitly and in subtler ways,
like watching moving vans pull
up to houses with school age
children. I get it. Most of the
RCSD press is negative. And
yet, the 2017-2018 school year
will be our family’s 13th in the
district. We’ve graduated one
off the top and have two more
in the pipeline - six more years
ahead of us. We are one of
those families that just keeps
coming back for more. The
experiences our kids have had
speak to us louder than the
numbers.
A fabulous way to begin a
child’s education in the city is at
the top-notch Universal Pre-K
program for 3 and 4-year-olds.
This program is available to all
city residents free of charge. If
you’re living here in the South
Wedge, check out the UPK
program at Rochester Childfirst
Network (RCN) right at the
corner of South Avenue and
Rockingham. It can be a great
way to meet other families
entering the city school district
and the placement process
for kindergarten will be well
communicated through these
programs.
Dual language immersion
programs, expeditionary learning schools and a Montessori
program are available at the
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elementary school level. There
is also both an elementary
school (The Children’s School of
Rochester, School #15) and an
all ages program (the Rochester International Academy) that
focuses on educating students
that are recent arrivals to the
area from all over the world.
There is a total of three dozen
elementary schools to choose
from. Many of the schools have
recently been renovated as
part of the first phase of the
district’s Facilities Modernization Program. Each building has
its own unique personality and
it’s worth checking them out.
The secondary schools in the
RCSD have been overhauled
since we started walking up the
hill to School #12. The Rochester Early College International
High School and the P-Tech
program are a couple of the
latest additions. At Early College students can earn up to
24 transferable college credits
before graduation. P-Tech on
the Edison campus takes it a
step further. Students in this
program attend high school
for grades “9-14” earning a
high school diploma as well
as an associates degree from
Monroe Community College at
NO cost to parents. Thankfully,
some tried and true options
like School Without Walls and
the International Baccalaureate program at Wilson haven’t
been overhauled. The IB option
still comes with the benefit of
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free tuition at the University of
Rochester. Students that earn
an IB diploma and are accepted
to the UR at the cost of room
and board.
Where the RCSD does fall short
is in the extracurricular activities. Clubs, sports and the arts
offerings vary widely from
school to school. To make up
for this, opportunities specifically for city school students
can be found in the community.
The Pathways program is great
for affordable music lessons,
many given by RPO musicians.
There are community sports
programs available throughout the city. But the diversity
of the student body makes up
for any shortcomings. Having
met many of our kids’ peers,
it’s obvious the demographic
boxes sub-grouped on the
state report cards (Black, Hispanic, Asian, White, multiracial,
and Native American) shortchange the actual diversity.
When I asked my kids about
the ethnicity of their friends,
they quickly listed a couple of
countries: Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Burma. Knowing some were missing, I asked
about their friends by name.
The response was in an “oh,
right, of course” sort of manner followed by a bunch more
countries...Nepal, Dominican
Republic, Jamaica, etc…. The
beauty for me here is that their
initial response fell far short,
suggesting that they recog-

nize this diverse population as
peers. Being surrounded by
individuals that bring a variety
of cultures and experiences has
had a more significant impact
on their education than any
class they took. Maybe learning to be a part of the big, big
world is as important as a 5 on
the Advanced Placement BC
Calculus test.
Frankly, sending your kid to
school is hard no matter what
the location. While the RCSD
offerings are not packaged up
as neatly as those outside the
city, a family can find a school
with a program that fits the
needs of their child and guide
them in a successful, rewarding way that prepares them for
the world. I’m reminded often
by friends and neighbors with
grown children educated in
city schools that their children
regularly thank them for sending them there and wouldn’t
have wanted it any other way.
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vintage vibes
by toni beth weasner

j

Fall is a perfect time of year to fall in love with the vintage décor and accessories found in the shops of the South Wedge. You’ll be thrilled with the
bounty of treasures that will bring you back to bygone eras, all still fabulous
and perfectly functional. Who doesn’t love items that evoke fond memories
of the past? Take for example, Chocolate Covered Orange Peels, a classic
confection that can be found on the shelves of Hedonist Artisan Chocolates
& Ice Cream. Owner and chocolatier Jennifer’s grandmother used to keep a
box of these in her pantry as a special treat.
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Plan on hosting a fall function? Why not try embracing the craft cocktail
craze. Stuart’s Spices offers gin infusion kits. Start with some gin, a few spice
packets and 48 hours later you’re in business! What a great idea for yourself
or to give as a gift. While you’re at it, make sure you serve your cocktails in
Mid Century barware from Abode. You can create some ambience and keep
your fall nights cozy and warm with vintage candlestick holders from The
Artful Gardner. Our love of vintage goes beyond household and entertaining
trends. While you’re shopping our stores, keep your eyes open for unique
vintage accessories will make you stand out in a crowd.

b
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If you need further proof that vintage is hot, talk to Deb Zakrzewski, owner
of Zak’s Avenue. Zak’s is now carrying more vintage and antique décor and
accessories. She finds that her clients appreciate these one-of-a-kind items
over mass-merchandised products. And in case you missed it, vintageinspired décor and the use of recycled building materials is the rage on the
popular HGTV channel. Fixing up your fixer upper? Why go to Waco, Texas
when you can find what you need at Historic Houseparts on South Avenue?
Ready to make nostalgia your next new trend? If so, we’ll see you soon in the
South Wedge!
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a. Antique Moulding Mirror, $175 Historic Houseparts
b. Cowboy Boots, Prices vary, Second Chic
c. Mid-Century Coffee Carafe with Stand, $24.99 Abode
d. Do-It-Yourself Infused Gin Kits, $19.95 Stuart’s Spices
e. Pressed Flowers In Reclaimed Frames, $95 - $320 The Artful Gardner
f. Beekman 1802 Old Fashioned Shampoo Bar, $12 Apothicaire
g. Faux Horn Shaving Set, $117 Apothicaire
h. Vintage Purse, Prices vary, Second Chic Edge
i. Jewelry, Prices vary, Inner Loop designs / adorned studios
j. Mid Century Print Ice Bucket, $19.99 Abode
k. Antique and Vintage Brooches, prices vary Zak’s Avenue
l. General Electric Lucite Wall Clock, $59.99 Abode
m. Chocolate Covered Orange Peels, $15 Hedonist Artisan
Chocolates & Ice Cream
n. Hand-Painted, Local Artist, Vintage Candlesticks
And Candelabra, $42 -$86 The Artful Gardner
o. Upcycled Window Sash, $145 Historic Houseparts
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HISTORIC
HOUSEPARTS

Susanne Daly

architectural salvage & renovation materials

Financial Services Representative
Financial Planner
Financial Advisor

historichouseparts.com

540 South Avenue
585.325.2329
Open Monday Saturday 9:30 - 6:00

apothicaire

 Providing retirement income

5 2 8 S O U T H AV E N U E R O C H E S T E R , N Y

Mo n d ay-Saturda y 9:30 to 6

 IRA rollover of 401K and other retirement
plans

APOTHICAIRE-ROCHESTER.COM

 Portfolio review
 Protecting your estate against the cost of

Weekday care specially designed for
your little scamper
(under 25 lbs only)
Socialization
Exercise = weight loss

Located within

NATURAL PET FOODS
766 S. Clinton Ave
Rochester, NY 14620
585-530-3371
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Long Term Care

 Legacy Strategies
Financial Partners of Upstate New York
400 Meridian Centre, Suite 101
Rochester, NY 14618
Phone: 585-241-5224
Fax: 585-241-5296
E-mail: suedaly@financialguide.com
CA License number 0139520

Playtime
Expert Supervision

1st half day FREE

A camp day offers a superior alternative to the
limited time your pet walker will offer.
Let your dog be a happy dog while
Rates: $25.00/half day, $35.00/full day
you are not home!
Hours: M-F - 8:00AM - 6:00PM
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MassMutual Financial Group is a marketing name for Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company
(MassMutual) and its affiliated companies and sales representatives. Susanne Daly is a registered
representative of and offers securities, investment advisory and financial planning services through MSI
Financial Services, Inc. Member SIPC. 400 Meridian Centre, Suite 101, Rochester, NY 14618,
585.241.5200. L0816475619[exp0717][AL,AZ,CA,FL,NY,PA]
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Spotlight On:

by jen brunett
photos by aaron winters

The Mighty High and Dry

The Mighty High and Dry was
coined as co-founder and South
Wedge resident Alan Murphy was
listening to satellite radio and noticing some trends feeding back
to him in the form of singer-songwriters and their plights. “There
was a simultaneous weariness
and strength to what I was hearing, like somebody who’s been
beaten down but keeps getting
back up. We were just coming out
of the financial crisis that happened eight or nine years ago and
it was like, ‘Ok yeah. We’ve been
left high and dry, but the blues
will prevail. Toughness will get us
through,’” says Alan.
Indeed, quitting your full-time
teaching job of fifteen years to
pursue something you love to do
isn’t a decision to take lightly but
when music calls you from the
inside, sometimes you just have
to pick up the phone. Perhaps it
was the influence of his brother,
12 years his senior, sharing with
him the legends from Motown,
Bob Dylan and the Beatles when
he was a just a kid.
Or maybe it was his persistent
piano practice every morning at
his Aunt’s house in Middleville, NY,
playing the trombone and singing
chorus in grade school. Quite pos-

Shining a spotlight
on creativity.
sibly is was this fine swirl of life
experience and passion for the art
of the song that helped him leap
into the great unknown of following one’s heart.
Alongside band co-founder and
bassist Kyle Vock, The Mighty High
and Dry is a mix of life experience
and talent where four guys playing your basic instruments can
sometimes be 11 people (known
as the Mighty High and Dry Assembly) complete with horns and
smoldering women’s vocals. This
band is an ever evolving mix of
American “Rock and Soul.” It’s a
little funk, a touch of R&B, soul,
Americana, and a mixture of all
the classic musicians who believe
that the song is the core of the art.
“I started to realize at some point
that there are things that could
be expressed by putting the song
first that you wouldn’t necessarily
get by using a different approach.
I think it was a slow germination
process to realize that writing
songs at a high level became
important to me,” says Alan. And
what’s important to him and Kyle
spreads through the whole band
like a taut piano string. Everyone
writes—and just about everyone
takes the lead during a live show
so the concert you see this month

won’t be the same as the one you
see the next.
And that pretty much sums up
their Rochester schedule. TMHaD
will hit a stage somewhere around
town maybe once or twice a
month with a smattering of shows
elsewhere. Plans are underway to
explore more terrain outside of
town and share their characteristic
sounds on a small tour in the near
future.
Speaking of the near future, their
new release is coming in EP form
and you can expect another directional turn as they explore and
streamline their acoustic and folk
elements which differs from their
2013’s Self-Titled release and
2016’s, Next Waltz.
When Alan was in fourth grade
he was asked to write his autobiography. He said he was going
to be either a musician, writer, or
baseball player. While maybe not
a baseball player, he surrounds
himself with a team of players,
writers, and vocalists that share a
kindred passion for the art of the
song.
They fit snugly into our South
Wedge neighborhood. Don’t ya
think?

The Mighty High and
Dry members:
Alan Murphy (vocals, guitar, keyboard)
Kyle Vock (bass)
Eric Katerle (guitar)
Alex Cote (drums)

HEY YOU!
go see the mighty
high and dry at
LUX lounge (666
south avenue) on
9/22/17 @ 9pm!

The arts enrich all our lives and are an integral part of our culture and
heritage. This is especially true of the KeyBank Rochester Fringe Festival.
It’s the can’t-miss tradition that has become a staple of the vibrant
and diverse community we enjoy today.
KeyBank is proud to be the presenting sponsor of the Rochester Fringe,
as well as supporting the many other organizations in the communities
we serve that make the arts more accessible.

©2017 KeyCorp. KeyBank is Member FDIC. 170803-269095
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…my sanity | The Hilarious World of Depression
Misery loves company! That’s the premise for this podcast hosted by John Moe. John talks about depression with
comedians like Peter Sagal from “Wait, Wait… Don’t Tell Me!” (who also guests on a Game of Thrones Nerdette
recap podcast), Baron Vaughn and his all-Cheerio diet, Andy Richter and even Dick Cavett. But my favorite is the
episode with Maria Bamford. Love her, love her humor. I laugh out loud whenever I hear her on the radio or in a
podcast, especially when she’s channeling her mom. I was super excited for her Netflix show “Lady Dyamite” and
loved the first 5 minutes. And then was bored the rest of the episode. I see that there is a second season so I may
have to add it to the queue.

…the climate | Note to Self
This great little podcast from WNYC explores how tech bumps up against humanity. Manoush Zomorodi hosts and
covers a variety of topics that all collide with the devices that we carry around with us. A series they did back in
January about the privacy (or lack of) of our personal information was enlightening and frightening. I now have
tape over my laptop camera and the microphone is turned off on most of the apps on my phone. The 5-part series
produced in August outlined simple ways the average person can save the planet, from lowering the temp on your
air conditioner (run them more, warm the planet, then you need an air conditioner!), eating less meat to colonizing
Mars. You can make a difference!

by paula frumusa photos by dave burnet

podcasts taught me how to restore…

pets of the wedge

by philip duquette-saville

the dogs of

pets

tech distractions

caverly’s
Lidza & Dan Caverly,
Beaker & Maggie

Beaker, a 10 year old male long-haired
chihuahua and Maggie, a 3 year old female
pitty mix have learned to share their house
with new baby Eva. Maggie is a great
“nanny” to Eva. When Eva was only a few
days old, she got a case of the hiccups in
the middle of the night. Maggie woke her
parents right up and was furious that they
were not more alarmed by Eva’s hiccups.
Beaker wasn’t a fan until Eva started eating solid food and “sharing” with him. Now
he’s happy to follow her around, still keeping a safe distance from a wobbly baby.

Mike Zurich & Strider

Named after Strider from Lord of the Rings, this lovable 5 year
old Rottweiler, is a loyal goofball. He’s been coming to Caverly’s
since he was a puppy. He loves socializing with people and
other dogs and he hates squirrels alot!

…the importance of facts | Science VS
It could just be Wendy Zuckeman’s Australian accent that makes me believe everything she says. But it’s so
refreshing in this time of alternative facts and fake news for someone to tackle issues using just science. She debunks myths and supports theories. There have been three seasons, one she did on her own and two with Gimlet
Media. And if you’ve been reading this column you know my opinion of Gimlet Media podcasts (did you know they
are making a TV show based on Start Up? And they screwed themselves out of the profits?) The show has veered
off course in the third season but the first two are fantastic. My favorite is the two episodes they did examining
gun control and how Australia implemented a rational gun control system and why the United States never will.

…my faith in humankind | the daily
I discovered this podcast towards the end of the campaign season last year and fell in love with Michael Barbaro.
The New York Times continued the podcast as a first-thing-in-the-morning must hear. Others have jumped on the
bandwagon like NPR and the Washington Post but the first is the best. I listen every morning with my coffee and
yogurt while the dogs snuggle back into bed with my husband. The show explores the background of front page
NYT stories. It’s insightful, informative, entertaining and emotional at times. But the best episode in recent memory
(Thursday March 30th) was Michael’s conversation with a coal miner who spent 38 years working in Kentucky. Michael showed the miner kindness and respect, not shying away from the tough questions about the future of coal
mining and the consequences of the industry while not condescending to him either. The miner expressed his love
for his job and community, wheezing with damaged lungs of a hard-lived life. I cried in my coffee that morning.

Jack Cullen & Molly

No, that wasn’t a shaggy horse that just walked
by you on Caroline Street, it was Molly, the 4
year-old Irish Wolfhound who is just as sweet
as she is big. With Irish Wolfhounds being
commomly associated with ancient nobility, it’s
no surprise that Molly is the Queen of South
Avenue and Sanford Street, regulary holding
court at Caverly’s Irish Pub. Aside from belly
rubs, Molly loves making new friends at Cavs
and loves her dad Jack.

Chris Schultheis & Bogey

Originally named Humphrey before
he was adopted by Chris from Lollypop Farm, Bogey is a 6-1/2 year old
German Shepherd/
Sharpei mix. He’s also a world class
escape artist, having found his way
out all the windows in his house!
He’s been rescued off the porch roof
several times too. Definitely food-oriented, he’s quick to hop out
a window and grab a bite off a nearby dinner plate! Bogey has
two facial expressions: happy or anxious. He loves his new kitten
Xander!

…my faith | on being
I used to listen to Krista Tippett on the radio Sunday mornings on my way to yoga class. A quiet time of reflection ending the
week, starting the week. Her voice is perfect for this interview show. She speaks with theologians and scientists, writers and
musicians, poets and pundits. I was raised Catholic during Vatican II. Things got a little nutty in my parish and in my house. Too
much guitar playing for me. And the whole thing jumped the shark with the liturgical dancing during an Easter service. I prefer
the classical pomp and circumstance. But I fell away from the church as I embraced my sexuality. Krista’s show is like the best
Sunday sermon each week, giving you something to think about and connecting you to other humans, even if you’re alone in
a car. My favorite episodes feature Sheryl Sandberg, James Martin the Jesuit, her hosting a conversation with David Brooks
and EJ Dionne, the memoirist Mary Karr, Brené Brown, the Indigo Girls, Seane Corn, chef Dan Barber and the writer Elizabeth
Gilbert. But my absolute favorite is with Kevin Kling, the playwright and poet, who has turned coping with loss into an art form.
Please listen to this episode (May 19, 2016) and you’ll be hooked. And changed.
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Sudoku

solution on page 38

fun
7 6

6
4

Sometimes I fly, sometimes I drag on. One
thing I know, is that you will miss me when I’m
gone. What am I?

Word
with Fun
Miss Priss

7 8 3
3

6
2 5 8
1

Riddle #1

where in the wedge? Can you identify the locations of these images?

5
4

overheard

You’ve
Got Class...

4
4 1
5
2
4
9 1
9 7 5 2

1. Lux Lounge 2. 242 Mt. Hope Avenue . 3. School 12

Underpants and Overbites, A Diary Comic
by Jackie E. Davis

ALGEBRA
BIOLOGY
Across
CALCULUS
CHEMISTRY
1 No Clue
CHOIR
16 No Clue DANCE
17 No Clue DEBATE
DRAMA
18 No Clue
ENGLISH
19 No ClueFINE ARTS
GEOGRAPHY
20 No Clue
GEOMETRY
21 No Clue
GRAMMAR
22 No Clue
GYMNASTICS
23 No Clue HEALTH
HISTORY
24 No JOURNALISM
Clue
LITERATURE
25 No Clue
MUSIC
26 No Clue
PHYSICS
27 No Clue POETRY
28 No Clue READING
SCIENCE
29 NoVOCABULARY
Clue
WOODSHOP
Down

at local businesses

“I gotta go find Chicken McFisty.”
“I had bacon in my mouth the other night. I didn’t swallow… I spit it out.”
“Bacon is a flavor bully! Pork Belly… that’s a different story.”
“I’m stuck between Christian rock and a hard place.”
“If it rains tonight, I will take shelter under Rod Stewarts nose.”
“Heroin, more like heroLOSE.”
“I heard she stuffs her bra with Dr. Scholls foot pads.”
“How you gonna raise a child when you can’t even take care of a cactus?”
“That was delicious, but I’m definitely going to crap blood.”
“I use my Squatty Potty every day. It finds poop you didn’t even know was there.”
“Apparently, you’re not allowed to bring a cell phone into the psyche ward.”

solution on page 38

H
I
S
T
O
R
Y
L
P
W
F
W
F
G
E

1 No Clue
Self-Preservation

Riddle #2

I am long or I’m short. I am grown
or I’m bought. I am painted or I’m
bare. I am round or I’m square.
What am I?

You know what really burns my bra straps… loud talkers at concerts! Any kind of concert, really, but especially one that I paid actual hard-earned moolah to see. So, for the
love of rock-n-roll, R&B, Classic Rock and whatever else plucks at your heart strings,
please, please shut your pie hole! I, and all the fine folks around you, came to hear the
sweet melodies of whatever is pouring off the stage, NOT about how cross-fit is your
new religion, what you ate for dinner every night for the past week, OR why your sisters
husband is now sleeping on the couch. We don’t care! Seriously, we don’t! And, if you
can’t take the nasty side-glances and the not-so-subtle “over-the-shoulder-glares” as
a hint that your ramblings are getting on everyone’s single last nerve, I will be happy to
get out of my over-priced chair and explain it to you. WE ARE THERE TO ENJOY THE
MUSIC, you blabbermouths! So, put a sock in it, enjoy the moment, and save the chitchat for after the encore. Don’t make me shush you!
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Across
1. Bob Marley fan
6. Chick's sound
10. Slaw, maybe
14. Playwright
Chekhov
15. Retro hairdo
16. "Oh, woe!"
17. Type of outlook
19. Big trucks
20. ___ chi ch'uan
21. Pack animal
22. Glacial period
24. A Deadly Game?
28. Passage marks
30. Relatives of
Tahitians
31. Caught cattle
32. "Enough!"
33. Timid
36. Plant2017
fiber
aut umn
37. Breakfast sizzler
39. Poi party

y
z
z
i
T
s
s
i
M

1

22

3 Clue
4
No

14

3 No Clue

17

4 No Clue

20

5 No Clue

5

6

31
36
40

7

50

14 No Clue

55

15 No Clue

9

10

22
26

11

12

13

33

34

35

52

53

54

23

27

32
37

38

39

41

42
44

48

45
49

51
56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65
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63. Luau souvenirs
64. Kind of pool

S
U
S
O
F
N
T
T
O
R
G
T
C
R
H

30

43

47

I
C
H
Y
H
H
R
R
S
L
D
I
O
T
S

16

12 No Clue
13 No Clue

8

21

9 No Clue

46

M
L
B
U
T
S
Q
U
A
A
O
L
V
E
I

19

8 No Clue

11 No Clue

E
A
K
L
Z
F
D
D
O
E
N
I
B
M
L

solution on page 38

18

7 No Clue
29

10 No Clue

H
C
A
I
F
O
L
O
F
J
N
M
B
O
G

15

6 No
24 Clue
25
28

C
E
X
X
G
Z
Q
G
O
Y
A
I
Y
E
N

13. Big Bertha's
birthplace

T
L
P
C
A
S
I
G
A
E
D
E
A
Y
T

R
U
H
L
I
C
Y
M
S
A
E
R
B
W
G

Y
S
I
B
S
E
A
N
K
D
B
A
U
R
R

Z
S
A
A
D
A
N
C
E
I
A
T
L
C
A

M
Z
T
M
U
S
I
C
L
N
T
U
A
O
M

A
P
H
Y
S
I
C
S
E
G
E
R
R
W
M

Across
1. Bob Marley fan
6. Chick’s sound
10. Slaw, maybe
14. Playwright Chekhov
15. Retro hairdo
16. “Oh, woe!”
17. Type of outlook
19. Big trucks
20. ___ chi ch’uan
21. Pack animal
22. Glacial period
24. A Deadly Game?
28. Passage marks
30. Relatives of Tahitians
31. Caught cattle
32. “Enough!”
33. Timid
36. Plant fiber
37. Breakfast sizzler
39. Poi party
40. Travel through air
41. Hamburg’s river
42. Hooded snake
43. “Jump ___” - House Of
Pain
45. Weighed down
46. Positive approach to a
task

A
Y
P
Y
D
P
O
E
T
R
Y
E
Y
F
A

G
E
O
G
R
A
P
H
Y
F
C
H
O
I
R

Riddle
#3
I always
make noise,
but never
talk. I always run,
but never walk. I
have a bed,
but I never sleep.
I have a
mouth,
but I never speak.
What am I?

50. In the thick of
23. Teacup flaw
51. Delivery vehicle
25. Holly
52. “Raiders of the Lost ___”26. Newborn
55. Soybean paste
27. Attend
56. “The Little Red Caboose”
28. “Carmina Burana”
mantra
composer
60. Garden with a snake 29. Cotton seed capsule
61. Have to have
33. Highest of the minor
62. Conjure up
order
63. Luau souvenirs
34. Relative of a rabbit
64. Kind of pool
35. Chinese dollar
65. Continue a subscription37. Swelling up
38. Be next to
Down
39. Truckful
1. Flat floater
41. Cupid, to the Greeks
2. Old World buffalo
42. run-down automobile
3. Union Funds wage
43. Extras, after the fact
4. Bunion’s place
44. Split
5. Belly bloat remedy
46. Desert beast
6. Here and there
47. Conjugate base of
7. Lizard, old-style
ammonia
8. “Maid of Athens, ___ we48. Japanese-American
part”: Byron
49. Sunbathers goal
9. Positive particle
53. Autumn tool
10. Hindu dresses
54. Was aware of
11. ___ artery
57. Golf ball support
12. South African reefer 58. Farm layer
13. Big Bertha’s birthplace 59. “___ Got the World
18. Inquire
on a String”

37
41. Cupid, to the
Greeks

Over 35 years of commercial and personal printing
services from your South Wedge neighbors

Helping to educate
our families on safe sleep.
Learn more at Highland.urmc.edu/safesleep

Javier Quintana, Manager
College Town Bank Office

Everything you’d want in a bank.
Every day of the week.

PrintRoc

Our College Town Bank Office is open Saturdays and Sundays,
with free off-street parking. We are committed to the needs of our
customers—with personal service, high-tech solutions, and free off-street
parking conveniently located behind the building. Plus, it’s open seven
days a week, so you can bank when it’s best for you. Stop in today.
Free WiFi and Computer Bar • Online Appointment Scheduling
Coin-Counting Machine
Drive-Up ATM with Enhanced Deposit located at 1575 Mt. Hope Avenue

w w w.printRoc.com

Mon. – Thu. 9AM to 5PM | Fri. 9AM to 6PM | Sat. & Sun. 9AM to 1PM
1341 Mt. Hope Avenue | (585) 851-0350 | CNBank.com | Member FDIC

GENESEE CO-OP FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Serving the Rochester Community for Over 30 Years

We specialize in
first opportunities
and second
chances

Mortgages & Loans
Financial Education
Savings & Checking Accounts
We Do Business In
Accordance With
The Federal Fair
Housing Law And
The Equal Credit
Opportunity Act

395 Gregory Street | Rochester, NY 14620 | 585.461.2230 | www.genesee.coop

Riddles
1. Time
2. Fingernail
3. River
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Making your Job easier...
Call or stop in today!
620 South Avenue
sout hwedgequart erly. c om

(585) 461-2556
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Real Simple.
Real Estate.
585-888-3040
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